
Bayou View Middle School – Weekly Lesson Plans

Teacher: Comer/Parker/Ladner Week of: July 26-30, 2021 Subject: ELA-8

Classroom News/Due Dates: Welcome back to school Vikings!!

ACT Review Quiz on Friday

Day/Date

Bell Work
Objectives

(“The student will…”)

Procedures
TI = Teacher Input, M = Modeling, GP = Guided Practice, IP = Independent Practice

SM = Student Modeling TTW = “The teacher will…” TSW = “The students will…”

Assessment
Observation, Activities

Project, Quiz, Unit

Test, DCA, etc.

ClosureBell

Schedule

What I Wish

my Teacher

Knew (Mindful

Monday)

Getting to Know

You Sheet

Engage effectively

in a range of

collaborative

discussions.

(SL.8.1)

ANTICIPATORY SET: Review ACT Grammar Rule notes

Quiz on Friday Exit Slip

TTW review rules and procedures of the classroom

TTW review and pass out syllabus

TTW model how to setup binders/composition books (if students have them)

If we have extra time, we will begin I-Ready Lesson 1 Part 1Regular

Tuesday

ELA review slip

Determine the

central idea of an

informational text.

Analyze how facts,

details, and other

evidence develop a

central idea.

Analyze the

relationship

between a central

idea and supporting

details.

ANTICIPATORY SET: Video from slideshow

Lesson 1, Part 5

Independent Practice

(Activity)

DCA (Week 4)

Exit Slip

TTW discuss standard RI.8.2 and help students to understand academic and tier II

vocabulary related to the standard.

TTW Introduce lesson 1 of the I-Ready workbook (Part 1)

TTW model lesson 1 of the I-Ready workbook (Part 2)

(Complete part 3 and 4 if time allows)
Regular

Wednesday

ELA review slip

Determine the

central idea of an

informational text.

Analyze how facts,

details, and other

evidence develop a

central idea.

Analyze the

relationship

between a central

idea and supporting

details.

ANTICIPATORY SET: TTW discuss expectations for students when working through

their I-Ready Diagnostic

Lesson 1, Part 5

Independent Practice

(Activity/homework)

DCA (Week 4)

Exit Slip
TTW actively monitor students as they work independently on their I-Ready Reading

diagnostic.

Regular



Thursday

Journal Entry

Determine the

central idea of an

informational text.

Analyze how facts,

details, and other

evidence develop a

central idea.

Analyze the

relationship

between a central

idea and supporting

details.

ANTICIPATORY SET: TTW do a quick review of I-Ready Lesson 1

Lesson 1, Part 5

Independent Practice

(Activity)

DCA

ACT practice

quiz

TTW complete I-Ready Lesson 1 parts 3 and 4 (guided practice)

TSW practice reading independently and annotating using the guidelines for annotation

sheets that they received earlier in the week.

TTW review the answers and discuss with students the rationale for why certain

answers are incorrect.

TTW remind student that part 5 is due at the start of class tomorrow as homework

TTW review the ACT guidelines and students will do a quick practice quiz

Regular

Friday

ACT Guidelines

Quiz

Turn in

homework

Determine the

central idea of an

informational text.

Analyze how facts,

details, and other

evidence develop a

central idea.

Analyze the

relationship

between a central

idea and supporting

details.

ANTICIPATORY SET: TTW show an introductory video for the informational text lesson

to build background

Lesson 1, Part 5

Independent Practice

(Activity)

DCA

Exit Slip

TTW provide input on today’s lesson and give students a choice of three articles that

they can read in order to practice their annotation and central idea skills.

TSW independently read and annotate a grade-level-appropriate, non-fiction article

that they choose.

TSW answer questions about the article that they have read, related to this week’s

standard (RI.8.2)

Regular

Differentiation:

Honors-

Inclusion-


